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Purpose
This document provides a summary of the launch and post-launch activities of
Virginia Space Grant Consortium Upper Atmospheric Payload Balloon System, V_. It is a
comprehensive overview covering launch activities, post-launch activities, experimental
results, and future flight recommendations. It is maintained by the Project Manager.
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li Launch Activities
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Launch activities began following the Final Design Review in which suggestions and
recommendations were submitted for consideration and action. After the incorporation of
these action items, the Payload schedule, Appendix A, shows that the Mission Readiness
Review, responses to comments from the Mission Readiness Review, scheduling of launch,
and performing final steps for the launch are needed to be completed. This report covers
these items in detail for future flight reference.
Following the April 26, 1995 Design Readiness Review, a list of suggestions was
submitted to the Payload team, Appendix B, from the design review board consisting of
members from Wallops Flight Facility, NASA Langley, faculty professors, and personnel
from industry firms volunteeri_ their time and expertise. These items were reviewed by
the project manager and directed to the individual teams in which they affected. At this
time, the Payload design, construction, and assembly are complete and scheduling of the
Mission Readiness Review can be done.
The Mission Readiness Review, MRR, is the review of the final product by
engineers and staff at Wallops Flight Facility, WFF, and NASA Langley for f'mal approval
of flight readiness. The date for the MRR was set for July 25, 1995. At the MRR, action
items and recommendations were given for the Payload team to resolve or answer before
flight approval would be given. Below is the list of the action items and recommendations
submitted. Note that only the action items needed to be done and that the recommendations
were strong suggestions for consideration. However, all responses must be addressed and
a reply to eachneededto beansweredandsubmittedtothe MRR board.
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1. The action items identified by the Science Team during the presentation on Payload
Electrical Control and Data Acquisition System should be successfully completed as planned.
2. Since some uncertainty exists on the radiative properties of the Spectron 12 payload
suspension cable system, it should either be replaced by one that is structurally acceptable
but not radiation degradable or wrapped with white tape to protect it from ultraviolet
radiation.
3. The WFF Operations Team shall ensure that a link analysis has been performed on the
flight control command system(s) being employed to verify that sufficient margins exist for
the planned operation.
4. The WFF Operations Team should ensure that standard National Scientific Balloon
Facility, NSBF, procedure are employed for check and balance on critical operations such
as inflation calculations, flight line procedures, etc.
5. The WFF Operations Team shall ensure compliance with NSBF processes for certification
of ground launch equipment.
@
6. Code 824/Safety & Quality Assurance Engineering Branch personnel will be generating
an addendum to the Safety Plan to address requirements for safe handling of the Lithium-
Sulfur Dioxide batteries. This document will provide procedures which the Science and
WFF Operations Teams will be required to follow and enforce.
7. It would be highly desirable to perform a first order thermal analysis on the science flight
systems to ensure that predicted subsystem temperatures do not exceed subsystem
performance specificatioffs.
8. The WFF Project Manager and Science Team should consider performing a thermal-
vacuum test at WFF on the laser experiment to evaluate its performance under the expected
flight conditions.
Regarding the given action items and recommendation, the following comments or
actions were taken by the Payload team. For action item one, problems with the GPS card,
boot chip, and voltage offsets were solved. These were done with the help of personnel at
4NASA Langley. Action item 2 wascorrectedby usingsteel cablesuppliedby NSBF.
Action items' threethroughsix were theresponsibilitiesof WFF andaddressedby them.
Recommendationsevenwascompletedby Dr. RobertAsh, with ChuckLeonardreviewing
his calculationsand approach. Recommendationeight wasnot donefor the following
reasons:Dueto timeconstraintsetby theremaininglaunchwindow andby in-housetesting
performed on components after the first thermal test, demonstrated that the need for a full
Payload assembly thermal test would not be needed or feasible. With all items having been
reviewed and proper action taken and documented, communication with WFF was done to
schedule the date for launch.
In setting up a date for the laUnch, several factors have to be considered. Student
availability, launch pad availability, and weather are the most important. In consideration
for students work and school sch_dules, all students were asked to fill out a form, Appendix
C, stating a tentative schedule during the available launch window.
Launch pad availability was determined based on several factors. At the time of the
Payload project, another school, University of Pennsylvania, was also trying to launch their
balloon project and a comffaercial rocket was also preparing for a launch. WFF has certain
procedures to follow with regard to launch, one being that 24 hours must stand among all
separate launches due to concerns of safety and scheduling of launch personnel. The most
important criterion for setting up a launch is the weather. Detailed forecasts are observed
and used to project upcoming weather conditions. Certain cv-nditions like cloud cover, low
level wind speeds, wind directions all are observed and used to evaluate launch feasibility.
Using all the above criteria helps set a date, and, even then, the final decision can be made
5only 1-2 hours before the actual launch will be a go. With a launch date set, the next step
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was to submit all information requested by WFF and NSBF for launch preparation and to
prepare a launch checklist.
On the launch date, WFF requires that all pertinent personnel be present at all times
on location. For the first balloon launch, all students and faculty were required to be present
one day before the launch date. The purpose of this was for WFF and NSBF to make a final
visual approval of the Payload and to have all necessary Payload personnel available to
answer any questions that arose.
In confLrming the launch feasibility, the day prior to launch two weather briefings are
held - one at 9:30 a.m. and one at l:3Op.m. - to check conditions and determine if they fall
within acceptable launch conditions. Students and faculty were invited to be present at these
briefings in order to observe _e launch preparation activities and update any Payload
constraints. During the fast day, the actual Payload weight was obtained by NSBF personnel
for use in calculating the necessary Helium needed for the balloon. The formula used
incorporates the weight of the Payload, WFF equipment, and is multiplied by a constraint
factor to calculate the lift'weight needed and finally the volume of Helium required. The
final weight of the Payload system was 95 pounds, 5 pounds under the allotted 100 pounds
constraint.
Paperwork was processed and given to the two students who were to fly in the chase
plane after launch. This flight would occur when the Payload was approaching the
approximate location for cut-down. The chase-plane personnel had the responsibility of
inspecting the Payload upon retrieval and of performing any necessary shutdown sequences.
-i
The next pre-launch test was to perform a flyby radio frequency test. This test
verified that any payload transmitting equipment did not emit signals that would interfere
with transmissions between the plane and NASA support personnel in sending the cut-down
command. Due to a last minute design change for the hot-wire experiment, no transmitter
was used on the Payload system so this test was not needed. Having met all the required
conditions and answered the questions to satisfy WFF and NSBF, a launch checklist was
prepared and the Payload was made ready for launch.
A detailed description of the launch time table and the sequence of events, as they
occurred for the second launch attempt is as follows. Approximately 3-4 hours before the
scheduled launch a few WFF personnel come in to work. Their jobs include checking
weather conditions to make sure launch is still feasible. About 2 hours before launch the
¢
main crew begins to arrive and start preparing for launch. About this time the Payload team
also arrived to do any last minute setup necessary and start running through the launch
checklist, see Appendix D. At a predetermined time, 1-2 hours before launch, the Project
manager and those directly needed for operating the Payload must be present onsite at all
times until launch. This is necessary because of the short time frame and communication
between the project and the launch personnel is crucial for answering questions on launch
conditions or system readiness. Launch can be aborted at anytime up to the time when
helium is being filled into the balloon, so accessability is very important. Once the Payload
was ready for launch, approximately ½ hour before scheduled launch, the system was taken
outside the hanger and turned on. This was done to allow the GPS system to locate nearby
satellitesandgeta lock, to makesurevaliddatawouldbetakenthroughoutheflight.
lock isobtained,thePayloadis left aloneandballoonreleaseis all that is left.
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A descriptionof thesuccessfulPayloadlaunchis asfollows. The Payloadwasfully
functionalandreadyfor launch.WeatherwasdeemedacceptableandthePayloadwas taken
outof thehangerto the launchpad. TheWFF andNSBFpersonnellaid out thestratospheric
balloon,which is approximately2-4mils thick, onatarpto preventit from tearing. They
thenproceededto attachthepassiverestraintparachuteto balloon,followed by theradar
trackingmeshandsystemcontrolbox. Thecontrolboxwasthenattachedto the laddertrain
leadingtothePayloadsystem.Theapproximatelengthfrom thePayloadto balloonwas90
ft. This activity canbeseenin figure 1.1 andin thepresentationvideocreatedfrom the
secondlaunch.With evelythingin placefor launch,afinal evaluationwasmadeandHelium
Radar Reflector
Launchtruck Knuckleboom 1 Heliumtruck
t
Payload
Extra material for
balloonexpansion
Figure 1.1 Balloon Launch Setup
8was valved into the balloon. The
total time required to chargethe
balloon was approximately 20
minutes; and at that time, the
inflated balloonhad a diameterof
approximately30feet. At thefront
of the helium truck, a spool was
attachedthat held the balloon in
placeduring filling. To launchthe
III
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_'----_ Bait oon Spool
_Pin Releose
Pivot Point
Figure 1.2 Spool Launch Device
balloon, the spool was detached by a pin on one side allowing it to swing open and no longer
constrain the balloon from lifting off, see figure 1.2. After releasing the balloon, the launch
vehicle was driven in order to reemain underneath the balloon, but behind it in terms of the
direction of the wind. In that way, the balloon could lift off and move away from the front
of the vehicle.
Once the balloon had obtained maximum altitude, 96,500 ft., its float trajectory was
calculated and the desired balloon location for cut-down was established. Tracking continued
until touchdown at which time a retrieval vehicle was sent out to the approximate landing
location, in order to locate and retrieve the payload and parachute. The Payload was
retrieved approximately 3 miles away from Wallops Island. The actual landing was observed
by faculty, students, and WFF personnel and the Payload was undamaged upon impact.
II. Post-Launch Activities
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Having completed the successful launch and recovery of the Payload system, a review
of the post-launch activities performed and areas addressed are presented. This section
details those actions performed at the time of Payload recovery and by the individual teams
after recovery.
In preparing for the Payload recovery, a checklist was created to guarantee the safety
of the personnel during retrieval and make sure that proper actions were taken to preserve
the integrity of the experimental samples and data. The onsite checklist is presented below
in the order performed, with explanation of their importance.
. Disconnect canister bakery - disconnecting first to prevent possible discharge of
canister valves while inspecting Payload an d performing shutdown procedures.
Safety precaution: battery presents concern for explosion of chemical leak.
. Disconnect Data Acquisition battery - disconnecting second to stop recording of data
and to preserve existing battery life. Safety precaution: battery presents concern for
explosion of chemical leak.
o Disconnect Hampton University battery for laser experiment - safety concern for
handling Payload.
o10
Removal of Data loggers - three self-contained data loggers are used in the Hampton
University experiment and are removed from Payload for data retrieval
. Remove the nine College of William and Mary experiment canisters - necessary for
immediate transpiration and sample collection due to possible leakage or gassing of
aluminum canisters
Following the retrieval of the Payload system, the three experimental teams began
their post-launch analysis of supplied data. Additionally, data analysis and retrieval of the
data acquisition system for use by the: three teams were being performed.
The data acquisition team, led by Dr. Gerdin, took back the computer and perform
the following analysis. Retrieval¢ of the hot-wire anemometer experiment data was retrieved.
This data entails the entire Global Positioning Syste m (GPS) data and all stored data from
the hot-wire probes. For the College of William and Mary, the recorded time lapse and
positions of the canister sampling were retrieved.
barometer and GPS data'for altitude comparison.
This information included both the
Finally, for Hampton University, the
entire altitude profile and redundant data logger information were retrieved. In addition to
specific data for each team, all pressure, Payload thermal, and computer section thermal
readings were retrieved for base reference. To accomplish this data retrieval, two programs
were developed by the ECE team. One program converted all the data recorded by the data
acquisition involving the thermal, pressure, and backup data loggers with the other program
converting the GPS data into a form useable by all teams.
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Thehot-wireexperiment,ledby Dr. Ash, will evaluatethehot-wireprobedataand
plot this informationagainsttheGPSdata. The altitudesamplingexperiment,led by Dr.
Manos,will retrievethesamplestakenduringtheascentandperformanalysisto determine
whatcompoundcanbefoundatdifferentaltitudes.Thewaterdensityexperiment,ledby Dr.
Jalufka, will evaluatethe datarecordedon the data loggersand comparethis with the
redundantdatastoredby thedataacquisitionandplot againsttheGPSaltitudeprofile. The
detailedinformationregardingwhatanalysiswasdoneandtheresultsandconclusionsof
theseexperimentsarepresentedin sectionIII.
III. Experiment Results
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This section will detail post-launch results obtained through analysis of the
experiments and data acquisition team. An overview of what the experiment was to do and
results of the experiment will be presented. Additional comments on data reliability or
thoughts for improvements will also be included.
Electrical and Computer Engineering data acquisition team
Introduction
The role of the ECE stt_,dents was to design, build, test, and operate the taking and
retrieval of scientific data relating to the physics and chemistry of the upper atmosphere.
The balloons are to be launched from NASA's Wallops Island Facility on the Eastern Shore,
which will drift westward over Virginia at an altitude over 70,00 ft., for approximately 8
hours. Temperature extremes will be between -40 to + 100 degrees Celsius, and the pressure
will range down to 1 to 10 millibar.
The electrical and computer engineering part of this projects involves three separate
tasks: 1) Data Acquisition and Storage, 2) Gondola and System Electrical Power, and 3)
Transmission of digit! data from a small package located up to 3000 ft below the gondola,
and its reception by the data acquisition system for storage.
1) The Data Acquisition System Task:
Student Teams:
Fall Semester '95: Peter Lunde and William Nason
Spring Semester '96: Ms. Ana Maria Barbeito and Mr. Farid Fallaha
Summer '96: Mr. Steve Summers and Mr. Dave Johnson
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During the fall semester it was decided that the data-acquisition system would be a
386 SL based system with solid-state flash-ROM hard drive for permanent storage of the data
taken during the balloon flight. The hardware was to include 1) analog to digital converters
to read sensors for temperature, pressure, and wind-speed directly and convert into digital
form for storage, 2) time and position in digital form from a Global Positioning Satellite
System (G.P.S.) antenna and bogd, and 3) the data in digital form from the radio receiving
data from the small package below the gondola: These items were ordered in the spring
semester, and didn't arrive until April.
The spring-semester student team (Barbeito and Fallaha) was to write the program
that acquires all this data, and stores the desired portion in the hard drive, and activities the
opening and closing of the gas sampling bottles when the proper altitudes were reached.
However, since the hardware arrived so late, there was no time to check out their program,
so this effort was unsuccessful. This endeavor was continued during the summer by Steve
Summers and Dave Johnson.
2) The Gondola and System Electrical Power Task:
14
StudentTeams:
4
Fall Semester '95: Mr. Kevin Demby and Ms. Joyce Lomax.
Spring Semester '96: Mr. Hahn Nguyen, Mr. Ron Blanco, and Mr. Civarath Tum.
Summer '96: Mr. Ron Blanco.
The power team was to insure that electrical power, in the form of DC batteries, was
supplied to the data acquisition system, the gondola sensors, and a power pulse is transferred
to the solenoids which open and close the valves on the William and Mary atmospheric
sampling experiment. The latter involves the translation of the computer coded message into
the opening of a specific valve, out of eight possible valves. Other issues are the
performance of the lithium batteries under the extremes of pressure and temperature, and the
possible need to stop the flow _ currents to components or experiments which short out.
3) 'Generic' atmospheric sensors on the main gondola.
Student Teams:
Fall Semester '95- Mr. James Miller and Mr. Jeffery Schrecengost.
Spring Semester '96: The power team, (i.e., Blanco, Nguyen, and Tum) also
assumed this task.
During the balloon flight, at different times the amaospheric pressure and temperature
were to be recorded. These students determined the type of sensors to be used, and designed
and tested the signal-conditioning circuity so the electrical output of these sensors would
properlyinterfacewith theA/D converters.
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4) Transmission of data from the anemometer package to the data-storage unit aboard
the main gondola.
Student Teams:
Spring Semester '96: Mr. James Miller and Mr. Jeffery Schrecengost.
Summer '96: Mr. Alan Alexander.
A small package was to be lowered from the main gondola to measure the velocity
of the wind away from the balloon and gondola. It is believed that the balloon and gondola
travel in their own air mass, so sampling wind velocity at the gondola, would not give
meaningful data. The task of _is team was to convert the wind-speed data from analog to
digital form and transmit it back to the gondola, and receive it and make the data to the data-
acquisition system.
Actual Flight System
Anemometer Experiment Data Acquisition
During June of 1995, it was decided that transmission of data from a separate payload
hung a mile below the gondola was not feasible with the resources available, so putting the
anemometers on a boom, sticking out horizontally from the payload was planned. The output
of the anemometers was sent over coaxial cables to the anemometer control board designed
16
byChuckLeonardandbuilt byTomGallowayin theODU EngineeringCollegeElectronics
Shop. The outputwaspassedthrougha 100Hz bandwidth6th order Butterworthanti-
aliasingfilter. Theanalogsignaloutputfrom thefilter wasfed into theMotorola6811micro
controllerwhichwasprogrammedby ECEstudentAlan Alexander,to continuouslysample
the anemometersignalvoltagesandmakethemavailablecontinuouslyon paralleloutput
cables. Thesedatathencouldbe readby the main386computerasa parallel readof the
dataat I/O address300and301hex,throughaparallel I/O boardwiredby ProfessorGerdin
of ECE. Thesedatawerereadat arateof 500Hz andstoredin theflashmemoryby part
of theprogramwritten by ECE studentsSteveSummersandDaveJohnsonto control the
electricalandcomputersystemduringtheflight.
Global Positioning System D aSa Acquisition
Once the GPS system microcontroller acquires enough satellites to be in the
acquisition mode, a 64 word train of serial data is sent to one of the serial ports of the main
386 computer at a rate of l'Hz. These data are momentarily stored in a local buffer until the
message is complete, and then they are transferred to the flash ROM for permanent storage
and time stamped with the local CPU time in a sepa(.ate file for the G.P.S. This operation
of the main 386 CPU was programmed by ECE students Steve Summers and Dave Johnson
as part of the program to control the electrical and computer system during the flight.
Acquisition of Pressure, Temperature, and the Output of the Hampton University
Experiment and the William and Mary Experiment
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After the GPS data train was received, the CPU then read the atmospheric pressure
(baratron) and temperature (thermistor) and the voltage outputs (2) from the Hampton
University experiment were acquired through the 518 data acquisition hoard which interfaced
the signal conditioning circuitry (analog) for these various measurements and the CPU.
These data were time stamped with the local CPU time and stored in the flash memory in a
separate file. The baratron voltage (which is the atmospheric pressure in Torr/100) was
• compared with a look up table corresponding to pressures at altitudes where the William and
Mary investigators desired to have a gas sample taken. If the pressure was in the range for
such a sample, a number was sent to a decoder address in the parallel I/O board which
subsequently opened a unique g_ sample bottle for 10 seconds to sample the atmosphere at
that altitude. The 518 data were then stored and time stamped along with bottle number and
store in a separate file in the flash memory. Again, all these main 386 CPU operations were
programmed and tested by ECE students Steve Summers and Dave Johnson.
System Integration
In attempting to launch by August 8, 1995, virtually no time was available to
integrate the various experiments from the different schools prior to the launch preparation
at Wallops Island. Since ODU controlled the electrical operation of the William and Mary
experiment, there was no problem there, but the output of the Hampton Experiment was not
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underourcontrol(excepthatwesuppliedthemwith +1._voltsand-15volts DC power)and
here the unforseen'charge-up'problemdeveloped. After electrically connectingall the
systemcomponentsogetherfor thefirst time thepressureandthetemperaturesensorsread
high by about1.5 volts. Sincethepressuresignalwasbeingusedto determinewhenthe
WilliamandMaryvalveswouldopenandclose,thisexperimentwouldbejeopardizedalong
with theHamptonUniversityoutputvoltageswhichprobablywouldbe in error aswell. It
wasn'tuntil August13,1995aftertheAugust8, 1995flight wasscrappedthattheproblem
thattheHamptonUniversityoutputswereatabout+14 volts,which washigherthanthe518
dataacquisitionboardrunningon + and- 12voltscouldtake(andwaybeyondthemaximum
voltage they couldreadof +5.7 volts). Usinga voltagedivider to reducethe Hampton
University inputsby a factor of 1/3.167,the electrical and computersystemworkedas
designed,resultingin a highly_ccessfulflight.
Aerospace Engineering hot-wire experiment
INTRODUCTION
The focus of this experiment is to investigate the capability of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) as a device for measuring turbulence in the upper atmosphere. It is important
to understand turbulence because it is one of the primary processes affecting atmospheric
dynamics. Among other things, it is associated with increased transport of pollutants, heat,
mass, and momentum. Turbulent influences can be obvious, such as when they affect the
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flightof aircraft,or turbulent effects can be widespreada such as when they are responsible
for global weather patterns. Effects of turbulence can also be subtle, affecting the
propagation of radio waves, light, and sound in the atmosphere [1]. The presence of
turbulence is so profound that "there is a consensus amongst meteorologists that turbulence
is the root of all the difficulty they are facing in forecasting the weather beyond a few days
[2]." However, turbulence data is difficult to obtain at altitudes above 100,000 ft. The
difficulty arises from both flight vehicle and traditional instrumentation limitations. In an
attempt to fill the data gap, the use of GPS is investigated.
A description of the GPS using a single non-precision receiver is given below.
Testing was also undertaken to compare turbulence data from the GPS with that of a
simultaneously operating constant temperature hot-wire anemometer, the conventional tool
for turbulence measurements. _he correlation between radar and GPS data is investigated
over the ascent portion of the flight. Due to the limitations of a single non-precision receiver
in absolute positioning, a method employing relative differential positioning is proposed to
capture turbulence data.
THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SATELLITE SYSTEM (GPS)
The Global Positioning System satellites orbit the Earth every 12 hours at an altitude
of 20,290 km. In Figure 3.1 (Peter H. Dana, The Geographer's Craft Project, Dept. Of
Geography, University of Texas Austin), four GPS satellites are depicted in each of six
orbital planes inclined at approximately 55 deg with respect to the equator [3]. Twenty-one
20
Figure 3.1 G.P.S. Satellites Orbit
satellites are operational with three additional satellites acting as spares. They are arranged
so that at least five satellites are in view simultaneously for any user located on the Earth's
surface.
G.P.S. Receivers'are radio-receivers/computers which measure the time that the
radio signal takes to travel from a GPS satellite until it arrives at the GPS antenna. For this
test, a Rockwell NavCard with PCMCIA interface was used. Functionality was verified
against a hand-held Magellan 3000 GPS receiver. Using the travel time multiplied by the
speed of light provides a calculation of range to each satellite in view. From this and
additional information on the satellite orbits and velocity, the internal GPS receiver software
calculates its position through a process of triangulation. Information from four satellites can
21
providethree-dimensionalposition,velocity, andtimedata.
G.P.S.satellitesdeterminepositionby employingthetime delayof signalsfrom the
satellitesto thereceiver.Whenturnedon, thereceiverinitializes itselfby locatingeachof
thesatellitesin view. To locatethepropersatellites,thereceiverconsultsits almanac,an
electronic listing of specificsatellitesandtheir locationsfor givendaysandtimes. If the
receiverhasnot beenusedrecentlyor hasbeentransportedmorethana coupleof hundred
milesawayfrom itspreviousposition,it couldeasilytaketenminutesor longerto initialize.
This is known as a cold start, whereby the receiver must randomlysearchthroughit
frequenciesto determinewhichsatellitesareoverhead.The initializationcanbeexpedited
by inputting the approximate date, time, and latitude or longitude. During the initialization,
the receiver obtains clock times from the orbiting satellites (which keep time using four
internal atomic clocks). The cl_ck times are used to initialize the receiver's internal clock
for the purpose of navigation. The method of operation for positioning is relatively simple.
Assuming perfect conditions, the signal from the satellite should arrive at the speed of light.
Therefore, the time elapsed between the GPS satellite sending the message and the receiver
obtaining the message yields the distance between the satellite and the receiver which can
be represented as points on the surface of a sphere. This is known as a pseudorange. When
this process is repeated with multiple satellites, the pseudorange spheres intersect, as shown
in Figure 3.2 (adapted from Rockwell NavCard Designer's Guide, page 1-4, May 1994). The
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A single me_urementput, the
receiver Iomewhere on tkls sphere
Two mm_mmRnt_ put
x_eeeivmr fomewhere on _,_
circle where the _
pse_iox'a.uq_ in_enecf
¢
Figure 3.2 Pseudorange spheres
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receiver is thus located at the point of intersection. Ch_ges in the pseudoranges over short
time intervals are used to compute the velocity of the receiver. Position, time, and velocity
data are generally updated once a second. Unfortunately, measurements are not totally
accurate, particularly without the use of a precision code receiver. To improve the accuracy,
a technique called Differential GPS (DGPS) is used. By having a receiver at a known
location receiving signals from the same satellites as an object at an unknown location, one
can correct the error present in the measurement.
For the present project, another type of DGPS is employed. Whereas the differential
technique above requires information other than that provided by the GPS itself, the proposed
system uses only the GPS receiver: No longer is the system running in an absolute
positioning mode where latitude, longitude, and altitude are sought. Instead, it runs in a
relative positioning mode. R_lative differential GPS utilizes the difference between
consecutive measurements of a single GPS to track turbulent motions. Now, precision is the
critical parameter rather than absolute accuracy. The system need not provide exact location
fixes but exact differential locations.
For example, cor_ider point A located at a position (0,0) and point B positioned at
(0,5) in x, y space. If the GPS system measures the location of point A as (0,1) and point
B as (0,6), the system has correctly determined the distance between A and B. Thus, any
turbulent motion taking a flight vehicle from point A to point B would be properly
represented. Combining the position data with the times of the measurements allows one to
compute the velocity and thereby compute the turbulence. Using a relative differential
approach, the incidental sources of error such as ionospheric and tropospheric delays are
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effectivelyeliminatedasthesignal ispassingthroughroughlythesameairspacefor each
measurement.The greatestobstacleto successfulmeasurementsis then the intentional
variationof thesignal. If thesignalwereconsistentlyoffset,thedifferentialtechniquewould
be completelyaccurate. However,sincethe error is imposedby a randomsignal, the
accuracyis limited to thegreatestvariationbroadcast.
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
Hot-wire anemometers are one of the most common tools used to investigate
turbulence. They are chosen because: they possess excellent frequency response (up to 1
MHZ) and good spatial resolution [4]. Their disadvantages are their fragility and the
requirement that the sensor be pl,_ced in the flow being measured (which can alter the flow).
Hot-wires are operated principally in two modes: constant current and constant temperature.
A constant temperature anemometer was employed here and will be described briefly. The
basic anemometer circuit is shown schematically in Figure 3.3 while a schematic of the
actual circuit adapted froth Miller [5] appears in Figure 3.4.
The principle of operation is simple. A small metal wire serves as an electrically
heated sensor. The sensor is selected to operate at a given temperature by adjusting the
resistance on the other lower leg of a bridge circuit. This temperature must be higher than
the ambient temperature. The ratio of the sensor temperature to the ambient temperature is
referred to as the overheat ratio.
An overheat ratio of 1.8 is common although values as low as 1.2 are used in low
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speed flows in order to prevent excessive heat loss (and errors) due to free convection. As
fluid passes over the sensor, the metal wire is cooled by forced convection. This cooling
causes a drop in temperature which lowers the resistance of the wire and thus lowers the
potential at point 2 of the operational amplifier. The lowered potential at the negative
terminal of the operational amplifier produces an increase in the input voltage U12, which
in turn increases the amplifier output voltage U. The increased voltage across the bridge
causes the current flowing into the hot-wire sensor to increase, thereby dissipating more
energy and raising its temperature back toward the preset value. A constant current
anemometer lacks the feedback loop from the amplifier to the bridge circuit.
RESULTS
¢
The results noted below are primarily a revie w of the raw data captured during the
August 23, 1995 balloon launch. The data analysis for turbulence identification is beyond
the scope of this text and the interested reader is referred to Charles Leonard's thesis
"Investigation of an Alternative Technique for Measuring Turbulence in the Upper
Atmosphere" available at Old Dominion University.
Figure 3.5 shows the altitude versus pressure for the standard atmosphere [6]
compared with the flight data obtained using the Baratron {Barocel Pressure Transducer,
model # 600A-1000T-R12-H21-4, pressure ra.-.ge 1000 Torr} onboard the gondola. It is
obviously in good agreement for both magnitude and trend.
From Figure 3.6 one sees that the temperatures experienced during flight were
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considerably higher than that for a standard atmosphere. This is not surprising considering
the warm summer temperatures at Wallops Flight Facility. Importantly, the proper trend for
temperature change with altitude is noted.
Analysis showed that the hot-wire data was not captured. Most likely this resulted
from the wire breaking prior to or during the early stages of the launch. Thus, the GPS
cannot be compared to the hot-wire for detecting turbulence. Instead, the radar track of the
balloon flight provided by NASA Wallops is used as a comparator for the GPS data.
Figure 3.7 compares altitude as a function of time as measured by both the GPS and
radar. With the exception of the time when the GPS signal was lost, the results closely track
x 104
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each other over the entire ascent profile.
The radar and GPS are in excellent agreement comparing latitude and longitude as
functions of time (Figures 3.8 and 3.9).
the variation in the horizontal plane
Most likely these plots conform more closely since
occurred more slowly than the vertical change.
Additionally, a higher accuracy is generally achieved in horizontal positioning. Reviewing
the data it is clear that the GPS system operated within its stated positional accuracies.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Overall, the turbulence measuring experiment was a success even though the data
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from the hot-wire anemometer was not captured. The simplest recommendation to improve
the experiment is to replace the hot-wire sensor with a hot-film sensor. The increased cost
is justified by the greater probability of obtaining data due to increased reliability.
A more complicated recommendation would be modification or replacement of the
hot-wire circuit. The particular design used encouraged hot-wire circuit damage following
loss of the sensing element. Perhaps a small resistance placed in series with the probe would
prevent the overcurrent problem that leads to burnout.
For the project as a whole, there are several suggestions. The most obvious necessity
is to plan a schedule and stick to it. This cannot be overemphasized due to the number of
people and the expense involved in such an undertaking. Falling behind not only jeopardizes
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themission'ssuccessbutwill taketheenjoymentoutqf the process.
In general, it is desirable for undergraduate students responsible for critical
technologies to be enrolled in a class such as a senior project where a letter grade is
assigned. This provides the proper impetus for successfully completing the project. If the
launch is scheduled to take place during the summer, then the entire project needs to be
completed a couple of weeks before spring final exams.
System integration and testing needs to be allotted more time and it needs to be done
earlier in the schedule. Fixing hardware and software at the last minute is nerve-wracking
and does not reflect well on those involved.
Taking advantage of the expertise provided by NASA from an early stage and keeping
them informed of progress can help avoid expensive and time consuming pitfalls while still
letting the students learn as_ they work on the project. This includes thoroughly
understanding the launch process and requirements.
Preparing a pre-launch and a post-launch checklist is important. This eliminates the
possibility of forgetting something critical to the mission's success. A list of items required
at the launch site is hell_ful. That list should be sufficiently comprehensive to permit
adjustment or repair of all system elements. The students should bring all necessary tools
for working on the project.
It is very helpful to have all materials relating to the project at the launch and during
the meetings with NASA. This includes system schematics, software code, and product
information. Keeping all receipts as well as contact names for certain services is helpful to
future groups and for post-launch reporting. All testing results should be cataloged as should
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the time of launch, the time of balloon termination, the time the balloon landed, and
amaospheric variables such as temperature, pressure, etc. Sometimes it isn't apparent what
information will be needed for post-flight analysis so recording all the data possible is
prudent.
College of William and Mary Atmospheric sampling experiment
Analysis Chamber Characteristics ( Figure 3.10)
The analysis chamber is cylindrical with a volume roughly equal to .01 m"3. A
quadrupole mass spectrometer [Dycor model MA100MF] is used to record the mass/charge
spectrum of the samples, and an ion gauge measures the total pressure of the chamber.
Attached to point C is a leak valvce (valve 1) [Varian, model 951-5106]; connected to the leak
valve is a stop valve (valve 2) [Nupro, model SS-4H] at the end of which is an adapter that
reduces to a screw fitted to the electronic valve [SMC "solenoid valve," model NVZ 110]
at the end of the cylinder (this allows easy sample changes). A viton ring at the base of the
screw helps to insure that there will be no leaks at this connection. The volume from point
C to point B is roughly 60 ml. The chamber is pumped with a cryo pump.
Post-Collection Procedures
On August 24, 1995, the cylinders (eight stainless steel and one aluminum cylinder),
were brought to William and Mary after retrieval. The analysis chamber is pumped with
valve 1 fully open and valve 2 closed so that space A is evacuated. The cylinders are
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attached to the chamber at point B.
Once the cylinder is attached to the analysis chamber, valve 2 is opened, so that the
volume up to B is evacuated. The valve 2 is closed and valve 1 adjusted to the desired flow
rate (this requires partially closing valve 1). After valve 2 is completely closed, valve 3 is
opened and then immediately shut, thus, the volume from valve 2 to point B is filled with
sample from the cylinder. Valve 2 is opened allowing sample to flow through the leak valve
to the analysis chamber. QMS spectra are recorded along with a chart of total pressure while
valve 2 is open. The elapsed time from the launch of the balloon is recorded at the beginning
of each mass spectrum throughout the entire project.
The following chart shows the QMS settings for each sequence of runs on Aug. 24
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Cylinder amu/q range electric mult. Dwell
aluminum
cylinder 1
cylinder 2
cylinder 3
cylinder 4
cylinder 5
cylinder 6
cylinder 7
cylinder 8
cylinder 9
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
1-100
50-100
off
on
off
on
off
on
on
off
on
on
off
on
off
on
off
on
off
on
on
off
on
off
on
120 ms
1 sec
120 ms
1 sec
120 ms
250 ms
1 sec
120 ms
250 ms
1 sec
120 ms
1 sec
120 ms
.5 sec
120 ms
.5 sec
120 ms
250 ms
.5 sec
120 ms
.5 sec
120 ms
.5 sec
Cylinder 9 has not been opened since it w.as evacuated on the day of the balloon
launch. This makes cylinder 9 very important for background spectrum, because the
stainless steel cylinders are known to outgass at low pressures, and it is necessary to know
what portion of a cylinder's spectrum is due to outgassing, otherwise, the magnitude of a
sample's contamination due to outgassing will not be known. By looking at the difference
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betweencylinder 9's spectrumand the chamber'sspectrum,we can isolate the gas
components of cylinder 9 (it will always be true that a QMS scan shows the composition of
the sample and the outgassing of the chamber walls). After doing this several times, the
outgassing's time dependence can be calculated and used to extrapolate the composition of
each cylinder's outgassing at any time, most importantly, the time at which a cylinder's
electronic valve was opened.
The range of QMS parameters represents a balance between better resolution and
signal/noise ratio. When the electron multiplier is used to increase the signal/noise ratio, the
voltage is set at -800V, corresponding to a gain of 10. The longer the dwell time, the better
signal/noise ratio. However, a dwell time of 1 second or .5 seconds for a 1-100 amu/q scan
requires a long scan time ( > 10 minutes). This is unacceptable, because after roughly eight
minutes so much sample has been pumped from the analysis chamber that the QMS can no
longer detect the trace amounts remaining. Restricted scans of the 5-100 amu/q range gave
greater signal at masses that were undetectable at a lower dwell time, because it is possible
to lengthen the dwell time without worrying about running out of sample at the end of a run.
On the second day of testing, August 25, the procedure was as follows: After
connecting the cylinder and pumping the space up to point B, valves 1 and 2 are closed.
Once again, after making certain that valve 2 is fully closed, valve 3 is opened and then
immediately shut. Next, valve 2 is opened and then valve 1 is adjusted to the desired flow.
Ten QMS measurements were taken on August 25, one per cylinder. All scans have a range
of 1-100 amu/q with the electron multiplier off and a dwell time of 120 msec.
By day six, greater experience with the QMS allowed the following modifications that
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greatly increased the sensitivity and signal/noise ratio. The samples per amu scanned by the
QMS are changed from 8 samples/amu (the valve for all previous measurements) to 15, this
significantly improves the resolution. The emission current of the QMS's filament was
increased from .1 mA to 1 mA. By increasing the emission current, more of the sample-gas
is ionized which increases the sensitivity of the QMS. This, combined with the electron
multiplier, increases the signal/noise ratio.
The procedure on day six is very similar to that of day two, except that the source for
background measurements has changed. Previously, cylinder 9 was used as background, but
the threaded port on the electronic valve of cylinder 9 had become damaged and could not
make a reliable seal. Fortunately, enough samples from cylinder 9 were already taken to
calculate the cylinder's out.gassing, so cylinder 9 was no longer essential. From day six on,
the background is measured by a QMS scan of the chamber after the cylinder has been
attached to the chamber. The benefit of running the RGA after each cylinder is attached was
that it told us if the seal at point B was leaking.
On day seven, August 31, early analysis of the data collected previously showed a
lack of information for masses greater than 50 amu/q. The signal/noise ratio is further
improved by increasing the emission to 10 mA and doubling the dwell to 250 msec. After
each cylinder is attached, a QMS scan is taken of the analysis chamber for 50-100 amu/q.
Then, following the procedures from August 30, sample is bled into the chamber and the
QMS scans a domain of 50-75 amu/q. After the QMS is finished, valves 1 and 2 are opened
and the entire chamber is pumped. Once the chamber has reached base pressure, the
procedures for flowing sample are followed again and a scan from 75-100 amu/q is recorded.
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Breaking the scans into two halves gives the RGA a chance to record what might be a very
small amount of the heavier gasses before the cryo pump can remove them from the system.
Since the cryogenic pumping speed, for molecular flow conditions, is inversely proportional
to the mass of the molecule (So =(kT/2pM) '_ * 10-3), the larger molecules should be present
in the chamber throughout the length of the RGA scan (3.5 minutes in this case).
On September 5th and 7th, under suspicion that some molecules from the sample may
have condensed to the sides of the cylinder after such a long period of time, the cylinders are
heated, using heating tape, to 80-93 C. The RGA scan is set 1-100 amu/q, dwell is 120
msec, sample/amu is 13, and the emission is 1 mA. Procedures for flowing sample-gas are
the same as on August 30. A chart below shows the temperatures for each cylinder.
Cylinder Temperature ©
1 93
2 84
3 87
4 90
5 83
6 86
7 84
8 80
Cylinder 1 through 4 were measured on September 5th and 5 through 8 were measured on
the September 7th.
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Results
Enclosed, see Figure 3.11, is our calibrated data Of S02 as a percentage of the total
sample gas. Notice that the amount Of S02 in our control cylinder (cylinder 9) exceeds all
but two of the other cylinders; and no cylinder contains enough S02 compared to cylinder 9
to make us confident that the S02 component comes from the atmosphere. There are three
possible explanations for the appearance Of S02:
1. The quadrupole is lying. The possibility exists that the QMS has a systematic error.
But since our spectra show reasonable amounts of air and water vapor components, with the
expected cracking patterns, the probability of systematic error is small.
2. The cylinders (or the analysis chamber) were improperly cleaned, leaving trace
amounts Of S02 on the cylinder (or chamber) walls. There was a procedure for cleaning the
cylinders which involved baking out the cylinders several time before launch, but it is not
known how effective that procedure was. Furthermore, the chamber was not baked out
immediately before the samples were measured. It could be that S02 already existed as a
contaminate in the chamber. But if the observed S02 is the result of out gassing from the
chamber walls, then why is there so much fluctuation? One would expect steadier out
gassing.
3. There was S02 in the first cylinders from the atmosphere, but portions of those gases
absorbed onto the chamber walls, contaminating the system and causing S02 to appear in
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Figure 3.11 Percentage of S02 found in cylinder
every run. It is known that S02 is corrosive, but it is impossible to be certain, without
independent confirmation, as to whether or not the S02 measured in cylinders one and two
come from the atmosphere or from contamination.
Improvements
The use of a cryo pump for this project was not optimal. The fast pumping rate of
the cryopumps and the mass-dependence of their pumping speed makes recording and
analysis of the data more difficult.
4O
There are many features of this project which could be improved. The experience
gained in producing precise RGA measurements (i.e. greater signal/noise ratio and
resolution) will help in future work. In this experiment, time was wasted on scans with poor
resolution. Consultations with experts on atmospheric science will help to understand wall-
effects on sampled gases. Transient, unstable species cannot be detected in this way at all.
Many species may catalytically intercovert on the walls as time progresses.
A better pre-flight data analysis plan would have yielded results more quickly.
Future flights may include an on-board mass spectrometer or tuned device designed
specifically to monitor HxSOy species (x=0,1,2 ;y=2,3).
Hampton University Water Vapor Density Experiment
The Hampton University Water Vapor Density Experiment was designed to measure
the density of water vapor molecules as a function of altitude during the ascent and decent
of the balloon. The system consisted of a diode laser, two detectors, a temperature monitor
and an optical cavity to provide an extended optical path length. The system was optically
aligned in the laboratory prior to transporting it to the Wallops Island launch site. Final
alignment and calibration of the system at the launch site was hindered by lack of a facility
where the water vapor density could be controlled. During the balloon flight the system
performed as expected but analysis of the recorded data was not possible due to the long time
scale to which the recorder was set. The recorder data could only be read out graphically
as digital recorders would have pushed the experiment beyond the weight limit. The long
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time scaleto which the recorder was set was required prior to launch due to the large
uncertainty in the actual launch time. The recorder could be set to record data over a
specified time and a time scale corresponding to the actual Flight time would have produced
useful data. The longer time scale that was actually used compressed the graphical data into
a narrow part of the graph (i.e. a narrow time segment ). This compression made it
impossible to compare measurements at a given time due to the large error in the time
measurement. This was further complicated by the small difference in the two signals (i.e.
the difference in the intensity of the absorbed and unabsorbed beams was very small).
In spite of the Fact that the recorded data was not useful, a great deal was learned
from the experiment and we are now confident that an experiment could be designed that
would perform as originally expected. Several changes should be made. These include: (1)
a laser operating in the visible portion of the spectrum so that alignment of the system would
be much easier, (2) record the data digitally so that a direct comparison between the two
beams could be made and (3) design a batter cavity using highly-reflective mirrors which
would allow a much longer absorption path length to increase the difference in the two
signals.
IV. Recommendations
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In preparation for future flights, recommendations are presented here to help reduce
problems and concerns experienced during this first balloon flight. Although some of the
items presented here are redundant, it was felt necessary to address each item in detail to
express the importance of each.
At the beginning of the project, a schedule was created based on time constraints
allotted for the project. During the course of the schedule, certain unanticipated problems
occurred causing delays. Additionally, delays from individual teams at times caused
additional scheduling conflicts. To help alleviate this concern for future flights,
incorporating into the schedule downtime for delays should be done and strong emphasis on
meeting scheduling dates needs to be done.
Having teams from different institutes can lead to problems on taking requests
seriously. Throughout the project request were made by the Project Manager to all teams
at various times either requesting specific information of specific items with posted due
dates. Very rarely were these request met on time, if at all. So to help alleviate this
problem in future flights, some form of follow up should be enforced, either project grade,
faculty discipline, or stipend reduction, for those students who don't meet the requirements
or requests.
Throughout the Payload project, internal documentation was very poor. The project
manager was not kept up to date on status of project and weekly reports documenting
progress. It is important that detailed aspects of the Payload design be documented
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throughouttheprojectandfinalized as the designs are. This is necessary for any problems
that arise calling for trouble shooting. Therefore, detailed documentation should be required
from all teams throughout the project relating to the design and programming incorporated
by each as it is done and modified.
A specific area addressed in the schedule is related to integration of Payload
components. During this flight, integration of the data acquisition computer with the
experiments was not completed until the day of the first launch attempt. It was at this time
problems were realized between the components as well as within the computer itself. To
help prevent this from occurring again, emphasis on complete integration tests in situations
it expects to operate under need to be performed and this time should be considered when
developing the schedule.
In f'mishing up the project, it was necessary to go past the end of the semester. Little
assistance was obtained from the students at this time so the final work was completed by a
very few. Students selected for working in future should be made aware when taking on this
project it is until completion.
Vo
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VI. Acronym Def'mitions
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Vps - Virginia Space Grant Consortium Upper Atmospheric Payload Balloon System
MRR - Mission Readiness Review
WFF - Wallops Flight Facility
NSBF - National Scientific Balloon Facility
GPS - Global Positioning System
VII. Appendix A • Schedule
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1 Project Initiation _g
2 StudentTeam Formtdation
3 Institutional Assigaments
4 Industry Meeting
5 Semester Project Assi_aments
6 Desi_a Team Int_aOi(m
7 Prdnnm_ Mech_mical Desiga
8 Preliminary EleO.rieal Design
9 Preliminary Design Review
10 Final Mechmical Design
11 Final FAeOrical Design
12 Material Acquisition
13 Medaameal Fabric_ion
14 EleOaical Fabrication
15 Terming
16 Final Design Review
17 Final Assembly
18 Integration
19 NASA Readiness Review
20 Flight Opp_tmity
21 Science Data Analysis
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VII. Appendix B: Final Design Review Action Items
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Below is a combination of all comments / action items received. Each teams comments
have been put it individual sections and names of commenting individuals, where names
were given, separate each section. In accordance with the schedule time remaining, I have
put deadlines on actions items for when they should be resolved, ABSOLUTELY! Where
items have no specific date, refer to the General Survey Time Line below.
General Summary Time Line
May 15, 1995
May 19, 1995
May 31, 1995
June 15, 1995
Material Acquisition Deadline
Hardware review meeting
Testing completion deadline
Integration and Assembly deadline
GENERAL COMMENTS / ACTION ITEMS
Marty Kaszubowski ( Space Tec)
* Need a better overall definition of the science requirements
- criteria for success of the mission
- data parameters
- data rates
- Balloon operational capabilities
Feedback from Doug Bell during meeting
Lot of work over next two months
Mission Readiness review after all assembled
NASTRAN data submitted to Doug
From Bryan Marz
June 15 drop dead for resolving all issues
May 19 - Hardware Design Review
ACTION ITEMS / COMMENTS
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HU Water Density Experiment
Dr. Ash ( ODU )
*Status of parts and construction of reflecting cavity (completion date needed)
*Solar radiation problem--what problem? Requirements?
*Dimensional stability of reflector cavity
*Data acquisition and storage system (data logger-details?) MAY 19, 1995
*Data storage medium
*Sampling rate
*Sample size
*Output for ODU system
*Power supply and endurance
*Laser temperature control (also power consumption)
*Final delivery of experiment MAY 19,1995
R.H. Bradford ( NASA )
* How often will the exchange of air within the confines of the water vapor
experiment so that useful data can be taken.
* How far is the water vapor experiment away from the balloon to prevent
contamination and water from condensation on the balloon from entering
the experiment
Ed Fasanella ( Lockheed )
* HU experiment - If there is concern over solar energy, a reflective cover
such as silvered Mylar should take care of most of the problem. Concern
about condensation on the mirrors and the effects of temp on the experiment
Unknown comment originator(s)
* Materials (detectors, aluminum ) orders delayed MAY 15, 1995
* Solar radiation impact / modifications due to top tray placement MAY 19,1995
* Need to determine insulation materials May 15, 1995
* Need to consider possible problem of condensation on mirrors MAY 31,1995
W&M Experiment
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Dr. Ash ( ODU )
*Back ordered bottle problem MAY 15, 1995
*"Dummy" sample bottle specs, and purpose
*Detailed description of experiment--specifying data acquisition and
control requirements, including specific archiving data specs. MAY 19,1995
*Impact testing of final configuration MAY 31,1995
*Problem with bottle necks and shelf height
*Need to "point" bottles into the wind to minimize contamination
*Sample during descent looks very questionable, avoid it
*How will bottles be protected from atmospheric pressure after landing?
Ed Fasanella ( Lockheed )
* W&M experiment - The system needs to be tested to determine the
characteristics of the valve due to temperature, moisture, vacuum,
etc. MAY 31,1995
Do the specifications for the valve cover the entire range of conditions that
could occur during the balloon flight ?
What is the size of the orifice, and how long will it require to take a
sample? MAY 19,1995
Will an impact of 15-25 G's effect the valve or allow it to momentarily open?
MAY 31,1995
Brent Justus (W&M) All out gassing questions resolved by MAY 31, 1995
* out gassing of PVC shrink wrap on batteries
* Adhesive out gassing
* Tether line out gassing
* shelf lip height
* Does W&M have the option of having the whole level ?
Unknown comment originator(s)
* Need to resolve whether line ( coating ) is out gassing - W&M to evaluate
MAY 31, 1995
* need to resolve altitude data issues MAY 19,1995
ODU ECE
Dr. Ash ( ODU )
*Uneasy feeling about software
More detail needed--Need specs, from ECE to each expt. MAY 19,1995
Essential to demonstrate and test all software
Use dummy signal sources to simulate complete cycle
*Power supplies must be subjected to realistic testing w/o running
batteries down
Shorts and back charging are serious concerns
Shrink wrap is likely to contain chlorine compounds--avoid
Crash landing protection is a critical issue--can any kind of
battery disconnects be built into the "cut down'? MAY 19,1995
Consider cutting the wires to W&M system to avoid accidental
valve actions during descent
Marty Kaszubowski ( Space Tec)
* Need to define the specific requirements for computer control / monitoring
of equipment
- Interfaces with each payload MAY 19,1995
*Need a software test-plan (based on requirements defined according to the
nominal and off-nominal operational scenario ) MAY 19,1995
Dr. Sebastian Bawab (ODU)
* detailed flowchart of ECE including deadline of procurement MAY 19,1995
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Warren Blanco ( ODU )
* out gassing of shrink wrap MAY 15,1995
* construction of casing for battery pack if shrink sleeve can't be used
MAY 19,1995
Unknown comment originator(s)
* All control signals, parameters, data channels must be documented and
identified. Each experimenter must identify now !
- must develop interface control MAY 19,1995
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Data Acquisition
* Test GPS with program MAY 31,1995
* assume can actually modify code ( per Bob Ash discussion )
Document program MAY 19,1995
* Need to resolve interface with DAS / program and experiment MAY 19,1995
* Need detailed testing plan for DAS - from Marty Kaszubowski - Experience has
shown this to be critical MAY 19,1995
Power
* What happens if can't use shrink wrap because of out gassing ?
- need info on out gassing and resolve wrapping material. Look at other
types of shrink sleeves MAY 15,1995
* Need to determine impacts on W&M air sampling experiment
-Optimize pointing of sample bottles
* Determine that shorts on imtract will not affect payload MAY 19,1995
* Testing using same battery pack. Buy one more. , MAY 15,1995
* Consider run wires with plug attachment so can pull when/as parachute deploys
* Consider descent profile of small balloon. Impact velocity is 19 ft/s
Instrumentation
* Testing of switch and valves / connections from W&M experiment
( Civarath Tum ODU ) MAY 19,1995
* Need parts inventory for DAS and Power. What remains to be Purchased ?
MAY 15,1995
All purchases must be made before MAY 15,1995 and should be presented on
MAY 19,1995
ODU ME
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Dr. Ash ( ODU )
*Track down Ethafoam as a non-contaminating insulation (rather than Styrofoam)
MAY 19,1995
*Send cardboard (bonding layer) sample to W&M for analysis MAY 19,1995
*Gondola lines need to be investigated by W&M for contamination--soak in
water to remove coating
*Probably need to get solar shielding requirements from HU
*A whole set of insulation requirements must be addressed during
payload integration MAY 31,1995
*Reel system is not ready and needs more work MAY 31,1995
Brake system--static and dynamic friction--unreliable
Encoder/revolution counter lacking details--need to get to
an ECE acceptable interface
*Need to get NASTRAN data to Wallops ASAP MAY 15,1995
R.H. Bradford ( NASA )
* Mount all important components within the confines of the payload assembly
to prevent shear or breakage of components
* The structure needs to have internal standoffs ( threaded rod ) through the
entire layers to increase survivability at parachute inflation and impact.
MAY 19,1995
Ed Fasanella ( Lockheed )
* Structure and Impact - Reiterate that the initial acceleration spike probably
is not too important since it is of a very short ( few milliseconds )
duration. In crash analysis, we often filter the crash acceleration pulse
using a 60 or 100 Hertz low-pass filter. Often the high frequencies on top
of the basic deceleration pulse are just elastic vibrations that would occur
if one were to excite the structure.
Also, the stress analysis was done well. However, even if the design stress is
exceed for the impact, a little plastic deformation is not a bad thing as long
as there is not a structural separation-type failure. Note that a 15g static
load is usually much worse than a dynamic 15g load for a fraction of_a second.
In a dynamic crash of short duration, the structure does not have time to come
to steady state solution and will not deflect as far as predicted statically.
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Dr. SebastianBawab(ODU)
* Batterypackage
* winch mounting MAY 19,1995
* hot-wire anemometerdeployment MAY 31, 1995
* stiffening thepayloadfor structuralintegrity
* valveposition to beaddressed MAY 31,1995
Unknowncommentoriginator(s)
StructureDesign
* weightsof eyebolts andfasteners MAY 19,1995
* considerstandoffs or useof styrofoamfor impact. (deadcenterif possible)
Needto considerHU opticalpath
mustconsiderout gassingof styrofoam.Wallopsrecommendsethafoam
( DougBell to providesource)
considerhow ethafoampicks upmoisture
* consideroptionsfor raisingW&M cylindersonstructure. Perhapsfiat sheet
supportcoveringwholeareato avoid stressconcentration
* considerhow wantstructure_oimpactMAY 15,1995
- 10g vertical load
- 5 g 45 degreeside loadat thesuspensionpoint'for parachuteshock
( ring and rope)
* considerparachutedragon groundsodon't havecylinderssticking out.
Considertubing that canbebrokenfor protection( Maybealuminumheavy
duty oven foil )
ImpactAnalysis
* Must determine if spike from tests is truly physical
* Consider problems of moisture absorption by cardboard ( per Wallops probably
not a problem -also can't fly in rain )
Interface mounting
* need to determine center of gravity MAY 31,1995
* need to provide signal for servo motor-to Dr. Gerdin MAY 19,1995
* consider suspending hot wire below gondola at launch
* will providesamplesof adhesiveto BrentJustussoout gassingcanbe
determinedMAY 19,1995
* How will determineat endof line ?Needto determinefinal resolution.How
to avoid yo-yo effect. MAY 31,1995
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ODU AE
Dr. Ash ( ODU )
*Safety and payload release design MAY 31,1995
*Detailed launch to crash landing scenario required--with specific
control and output data acquisition signal requirements
*Wallops requirement for cutting down the hot wire
*Sequence of FFT and raw data--not parallel--required
*Telemetry between hot wire and gondola must be tied down and built.
MAY 31,1995
SERIOUS PROBLEMS REMAIN BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTS AND THE DATA
ACQUISITION AND CONTROL INTERFACE.
Marty Kaszubowski ( Space Tec)
* The deployment of the anemometer seems very ambitious.
the dynamic effects of wind gusts during deployment
1) on the tether
2) on the main box
3) on the anemometer payload
Need to understand
R.H. Bradford ( NASA )
* Hot Wire anemometer - real problem with reel down and cutdown of secondary
device
- Finding such a small package could be a real problem- Needs to be very
visual.
Ed Fasanella ( Lockheed )
* Hot-wire experiment - concerned with the long tether, jamming of the spool,
tangling, etc. The dynamics of tethered objects are complex and many failure
models can occur.
w
Concerned with the extreme air temperature variations that will occur during
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the flight, and how variations will effect the measure0 velocity. When hot
wire probes are used, they are usually calibrated at some ambient temperature.
Since the temperature of the air is changing, the calibration will change. In
other words, the velocity will not be correct unless both density of air
(function of temperature ) and velocity are both considered in the calibration.
Unknown comment originator(s)
* control signal to prevent hot-wire system from being deployed or to cut down Wallops
MAY 31,1995
* Be sure all FAA problems resolved with final design
* control signal for actuation
* Wallops required proof : MAY 3i,1995
- reel working ( test in chamber )
- actuation signal
VII. Appendix C : Tentative Schedule Form
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If each team leader will distribute a copy of this questionnaire for all team and faculty
members. This will help me determine the best time_ for flight launch opportunity this
summer and have a way of contacting all participants if any questions arise.
Name: University:
Major: Graduation Date:
Project Activity:
Summer Address:
city:
Actual Address, if known
Summer Telephone Number, other than school:
Permanent Address:
Permanent Telephone Number:
Please indicate where you will be during the following weeks,
JUNE
i. e. summer
school, vacation, job, etc. Then indicate the weeks that you are
most likely to be available for balloon activities, by circling
each week when you think you will be available.
Monday Tues. Wed. Thurs.
1
6 8
13" 15"
20 22
27 29
JULY
5 7
12" 14"
19 21
26 28
*Tontativo Week for NASA LaRC Undargraduate Dosign Conference
WE WILL NOT PLAN TO MEET DURING THE WEEK OF JULY 4
i0 II 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28
31
F1:i.
2
9
16"
23
30
AUGUST 1 2 3
7 8 9 "i0
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
pLEASE RE_3RN THIS TO YOUR FACULTY ADVISOR IMMEDIATELY. MAKE A COPY OF THIS
FOR YOURSELF, AND IF YOUR PLANS CHANGE, PLEASE NOTIFY US AS SOON AS YOUR NEW
PLANS ARE KNOWN. (IT'S BEeFiER TO HAVE AN APPROXIHATE IDEA OF YOUR AVAILABILITY
THAN TO WAIT UNTIL YOU HAVE TIED DOWN ALL OF THE DETAILS FOR YOUR SUMMER. IF
YOU DO NOT LIVE IN THE AREA, AND KNOW THAT YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE
IN ANY OF THE BALLOON FLIGHT ACTIVITIES THIS SUMMER, pLEASE INDICATE THAT
SITUATION ABOVE. THANK YOU FOR HELPING MAKE THIS PROJECT A SUCCESS SO FAR-NOW,
IT IS TIME FOR THE REALLY EXCITING PART OF THE PROJECT TO BEGIN! )
4
11
lS
25
VII. Appendix D Launch Checklist •
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o
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Verify system working at school
Arrive at Wallops : Check in
calibrate HU laser
install W&M canisters and run/confirm wiring
hook up monitor keyboard and dummy probes
connect power to systems and canisters and laser (3 batteries)
confirm voltages for 7 channels and see if offset present
disconnect power
take to hanger
support by cables
attach boom
finish insulating lower section
install Mylar to top and three sides
WAIT
carry out to launch area
bring power source to power monitor
install x-probes and check continuity
connect boom in place of dummy probes
power system up as ready for launch
confirm with monitor all systems working checking voltages
leave system running approx 30 min before desired launch to get GPS lock
once lock confirmed disconnect monitor keyboard
seal up CPU ¢
finish attaching mylar
at this point no further contact made with payload wait for balloon to be filled and
launched only concern now if long time duration and aborted launch BATTERY life time
may not be suffice for another launch attempt.
VII. Appendix E Fortran 518 Code
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Program Payload 518
Written by : Bryan Edward Marz, Project Manager
Date : November 1995
For the Virgima Student Upper-Atmospheric Payload System
This program was written and designed to read m and convert
output data form the 518 payload data acquisition board
real xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,xl0,xl 1,x12,x13,x14,x15,
+ x 16,x 17,ch0,ch 1,ch2,ch3,ch4,ch5,ch6,ch7
c open files for converting 518 computer data
c 518_dat. 1 is output file from payload
c 518_dat.out will be output / converted results
c
Open (6, file =' e :\data\518_dat. 1')
Open (7,file = 'e:\data\518_dat.out')
C
10 read(6,*) xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,xl0,xl 1,x12,x13,x14,x15, r
+ x16,x17
c
if (xl.eq.500.and.x16.eq.70.and.x17.eq.132) goto 1000
c values for quitting program were found by searching program for
c end of pertinent data ( this can either be replaced or removed
c for future data collections as theses values are run specific )
C
@
cc write(*,*)x 1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x_7,x8,x9,x 10,xl 1,x12,x13,x14,x15,
cc + x16,x17
time=xl/500.
c channel 0 no pertinence so nothing needs to be done
call voltage(x2,x3,ch0)
chanO=chO
c
c channel 3 temperature reference voltage
call voltage(x8,x9,ch3)
chan3 = cla3
c channel 1 atmospheric temperataxre voltage
call voltage(x4,x5,chl)
chart1 = 130.011839-(chl/ch3)*(l/.O05068)
c channel 2 environment temperature voltage
call voltage(x6,x7,ch2)
Channel 2 thermister was damaged and repaired before flight
and it was noticed that voltage readings were off, so trying
to incorporate offset to see if values could be made relevant
tmep= Unep + 1
if (tmep.eq. 1) tempoffset =chl
if ( tmep.gt. 1. and.tmep.le. 30 ) then
tempoffset = ((tempoffset*(tmep- 1)) + ch 1)/tmep
endif
deltatmp = tempoffset-ch2
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chan2= 130.011839-((ch2+deltatmp)/ch3)*(1/.005068)
c
cchannel4detectorvoltage
c the3.167wasdeterminedtlarouglabenchtestsnmbeforeinstallation
c
callvoltage(xlO,xl1,ch4)
chart4=ch4"3.167
c channel5detectorvoltage
cthe3.167wasdeterminedthroughbenchtestsrunbeforeinstallation
c
callvoltage(x12,x13,cla5)
chart5=ch5"3.167
c
cchannel6baratronpressureading
callvoltage(x14,x15,cla6)
chart6=cla6*1O0
c
c channel7 no pertinence
call voitage(x 16,x 17,cla7)
chan7 = cla7
cc
12
write(*,*) ' '
format(tg. 1,5f12.5)
write(7,12) time,chanl,chzn2,cnan4,chan5,chzn6
goto 10
1000 end
C ...............
subroutine voltage(xx,yy,zv)
real xx,yy,zv,xxl,yyl,tempint
integer msb,lsb f
if (xx.lt. 127) goto 100
c if (xx.le. 127) goto 100
goto 200
c
c positive voltages
c
100 msb= xx/16
xxl =msb
yyl = (xx/16)-xxl
tempint=yy +xx1"16"3 +yy1"16"'2
zv = tempint*6.553/32767
return
c
c negative voltages
c
200 msb=255-xx
lsb = 256-yy
xxl =msb
yyl =lsb
msb=xxl/16
xxl =msb
yyl = (xx/16)-xxl
tempint = yy +xxl * 16"'3 +yyl "16"'2
zv = -tempint*6.553/32767
return
end
VII. Appendix F • Assembly Drawing
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SENIORSTAFFMEETING
August 19, 1996
9:00 a.m.
Bldg. 1219, Room 225
9:00
10:00-10:45
11:00-12:00
Senior Staff Meeting
Report of Technology Transfer Awards
Design Team
Discussion of SQF and its Deployment
ADVANCED SUBSONIC TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OFFICE
KEY ACTIVITIES
August 19, 1996
1. HQ ErnDIoyees Transfer- On August19, 1996, three employeesfrom NASA Headquarterswill
reassignto ASTPO. Glenn Bondand KimCannonare Program Analystsassignedto the Program
IntegrationOffice. BobYackovetskyis a TechnologyIntegrationSpecialistassignedto the Technology
IntegrationOffice.
2. Perf. & Economic Analyses Presented - On August9, RacquelGirvinof Douglaspresentedan
overviewof the TechnologyIntegrationStudiesthat havebeen conductedat Douglasover the past2
years. Performance and economicanalysesof manyof the AST technologieswere presented.
3. System_ Analysis Capability Reviewed- On August13, the LogisticsManagement Institute
reviewedthe statusof the developmentof the AviationSystemAnalysisCapability(ASAC). This
capabilityis beingdevelopedby linkingmodels,data bases,and analysistoolsvia the internet.The
systemis currently"pass-word"protectedandlimitedto U.S. governmentagencies,contractors,and
approvedU.S. companies. Duringthe review,LMI demonstratedmany of the capabilitiesthat are
currentlyavailable.
Charles P. Blankenship
4-6005
AIRFRAME SYSTEMS PROGRAM OFFICE
KEY ACTIVITIES
August 12, 1996
°
.
.
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works has been tasked to conduct a detailed systems study of
Uninhabited Combat Aircraft OACA). The 3-month study will identify key, high-payoff
technologies required to take maximum advantage of the revolutionary capabilities that could
be obtained by removing pilots from combat aircraft. As pan of the study, two Lockheed
Martin employees visited LaRC on August 9 to provide a status report of the study, present
the three missions chosen for study, and discuss the advanced technologies to be evaluated.
They requested that LaRC researchers provide inputs on the technologies chosen for
evaluation and the goals selected for technology trade studies. A similar study is being
conducted by McDonnell Douglas Aerospace. The technical monitor of the task is Tom Moul
of ASAD.
The joint NASA/FAA Integrated Product Team met in Washington last week to continue
preparation of the National Plan for Air Traffic Management R&D. The plan is due for
approval by the end of September. During the meeting, several areas of potential overlap in
NASA/FAA R&D efforts were identified. Further coordination is planned to avoid
duplication of resources and effort.
Wade McNabb and Gordon Lehman of Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC), through a
contract funded by IOG, are working with Matt Sexstone and Bob McKinley (ASAD/SAB) to
demonstrate Pro/ENGINEER and Pro/MECHANICA modeling and analysis capabilities for
systems studies. McNabb and Lehman have met with several SAB, MDOB, and HVPO
personnel to develop a wing model for use within NASA instructional seminars and as a day-
to-day tool in wing design. The m6del contains a generalized external mold-line geometry
capable of representing most designs within the sub-and supersonic regimes. Two structural
models arc being developed to demonstrate generalized construction and "hands-on" design.
All of the models axe conceived as being "linked" to either design synthesis codes or MDO
analysis and design software. Additionally, the models will be useful in demonstrating PTC
software's utility in aerospace conceptual and preliminary design to U.S. industry.
Carrie K. Walker
46031
High Speed Research Program Office
Key Activities
August 19, 1996 "
• Supported the NFAC blade failure review and the subsequent feedback to the Ames recovery
team as part of Roy Harris' Integrated Task Team.
On August 14 and 15 a science review of the HSR sponsored Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation
(AIR) ER-2 flight measurements and a Critical Design Review (CDR) of the instrument
payload integration were conducted at the Langley Research Center. Representatives from
Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, the Lockheed Skunkworks team, and Ames personnel
supporting the ER-2 aircraft reviewed the science plan and participated in the CDR proceedings
for the instrumentation payload integration conducted by Langley AIR Review Board. The
Science Plan was accepted by HSR Management, and the ER-2 payload integration passed the
CDR board.
Gin Marks
41714
Key Activities
Office of Education
August 19, 1996
1. Dr. ArnoldSchwartz, Directorof theAssociateshipPrograms of the NationalResearch Council,
reviewedLangley's NRC programAugust 14-16. He was given technicalbriefingsbyall 26 Langley
NRCAssociates and visiteda numberoftheirworksites.Dr.Schwartzstatedthatof allthe labs
participatinginthe NRC program,Langley doesthe bestjob of recruitingminoritiesandwomen. He
expresseda concern,whichhe characterizedas a "double whammy,"that R is not onlythe onlyCode to
terminatedirectsupportfor NRC Associatesat itsCenters,but simultaneouslyisstrippingLangley RTOP's
that are uncostedbecauseof Code F delaysin theobligationof Langleyfunds to the NRC for the
Associates. He plansto discussthis issuein the near future with Dr.Whitehead,who washimselfan NRC
Associate inthe 1970's.
2. NASA is sponsoringa series of workshopsfor science, mathematics, engineering,and education
faculty involved in the education of future teachers. Currently, LaRC is scheduled to be the site of the
workshop for February 1997. Termed Project Nova, the workshops are based on successful university
faculty development models that emphasize:
• enhancingfaculty in the areas of instruction, content,educationaltechnology, and usingthe
Internet and other technologies in teaching;
• developing an action plan for implementing the framework; and
• providing examplesof interdisciplinary collaboration,partnerships, and resources.
3. The NASA Summer High School ApprenticeshipResearch Program (SHARP) presented itsclosing
ceremonyFriday, August16,at 1:30p.m., inthe PearlI. YoungTheater. CurtisGraves, MinorityUniversity
ProgramManager, NASA Headquarters,Code EU, spokeat the ceremonyand presentedawards to the
participants. This ceremonyrepresentedt_ culminationof a 9-week career explorationactivityinwhich
23 highschoolseniorssuccessfullypartici_ted. SHARP was establishedin 1980 to providean
opportunityfor highschoolstudentswho aspire towardcareersin engineering,science,and/or
mathematics,to workas apprenticeswithpracticing engineersandscientists. Since its inceptionat LaRC,
380 high schooljuniors and seniors havecompletedthe program.
4. ICASE held a workshop on approximation and surrogate methods in engineering analysis and
optimization August 12-16, in Building 1192C, Room 124. Speakers coveredsuch topics as applications
in MDO: techniques to identify and address interdisciplinary coupling; the use of approximation models in
optimization; and the validation of approximations and surrogates. Speakers were from LaRC, Boeing,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, General Motors, ICASE, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, and a number of other schools.
Sam Massenberg
45800
Internal Operations Group
Key Activities
August 19, 1996
1. Agreement has been reached on the technical details of a license and
memorandum of agreement (MOA) to transfer Langley Research Center
(LaRC) Gas Filter Correlation Radiometer (GFCR) remote gas sensor
technology to MERCO, Inc., a small, minority-owned Colorado business.
MERCO will commercialize GFCR for the monitoring of atmospheric
species in the chemical manufacturing and petrochemical refining
industries. Representatives of the Technology Applications Group and
MERCO are currently discussing the time, place, and other details of a
license-signing ceremony.
2. Messrs. J. Milam Waiters and Albert E. Motley III of the Systems
Engineering Office, Aerospace Mechanical Systems Division, attended a
meeting of the NASA Systems Engineering Improvement Team (SEIT) at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, on August 7-9.
Mr. Waiters led the group in a goals analysis exercise which should
serve as the basis for development of a SEIT Charter. The SEIT will
report on its progress at the next meeting of the Engineering
Management Council. The group will continue to meet, with the goal of
assuring that NASA maintains a world-class SE capability.
3. Boundary layer flow transition detection images using the Temperature
Sensitive Paint (TSP) technique have been produced in the National
Transonic Facility on the 2.2 percent High Speed Research Ref H model.
TSP image data showing laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition
was obtained on air mode (+120°F) and cryo mode (-100°F). Images in
air and cryo modes correlate very well at the same Mach number and
Reynolds number. This technique development is a team effort between
NASA (Aerodynamics Division and Experimental Testing Technology
Division), industry, and university partners.
4. The Facilities Program Development Office-(FPDO) has facilitated a
memorandum of agreement (MOA) between Langley Research Center and
Old Dominion University (ODU) which allows ODU to operate the
30- by 60-Foot Full-Scale Wind Tunnel as a private venture. This is an
interim MOA which will remain in effect until it is superseded by the
final MOA, or until October 30, 1996, whichever occurs first. Due to
the time required_ to complete the final MOA, the interim MOA concept
..
was used to allow ODU early access to the facility to begin
preparations for a critical test of a U. S. Air Force F-15 model nose
cone for Wright Aeronautical Laboratories. Details to be included in
the final MOA are presently being worked by the FPDO and the Office of
Chief Counsel, and the final MOA is expected to be completed before the
interim MOA expires.
5. On August 13-15, Mr. Joe Chavis, Logistics Manager at Dryden Flight
Research Center, visited the Small Purchase Facilitation Project Office
(SPFPO) and the Logistics Management Office (LMO). The SPFPO
provided a detailed overview of the Just-In-Time (JIT) process, World
Wide Web applications, and bankcard program. The LMO provided an
overview of the reduction of office supplies from the supply system
and other logistics operations. Mr. Chavis was impressed with LaRC's
progress thus far.
6. Four technicians from the Operations Support and Fabrication Divisions
(Scott Young, Leon Harris, Bill Fogle, and Nancy Holloway) returned
Friday from 2-weeks' participation in the 1996 Experimental Aircraft
Association, Oshkosh, Wisconsin Fly-In. '_Norking with technicians from
other Code R Centers, they staffed the Craftsmanship Display which
was part of the NASA exhibit in the NASA pavilion. The trades
represented model makers, instrumentation fabricators, machinists,
sheet metal fabricators, and research facility technologists (tunnels
and labs). The main thrust of the display was the hands-on access to
new technology and techniques currently being used or developed at the
NASA Centers and having someone on hand to facilitate the transfer of
technology to the public. Some of the items displayed were various
electronic sensors, machined inlet nozzle models, F-18 inlet nozzle
model, spin models, F-18 free flight model, resin transfer molding,
carbon-carbon pistons, composites and metals, working scale model of
7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel, microgravity demonstration, and a scale
model of the 52-foot centrifuge. The Craftsmanship Display was one of
the most popular displays in the pavilion.
Bruce A. Conway
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
KEY ACTIVITIES
August 19, 1996
. A System demo of the Fab PRs and Fab changes in EPRS occurred on 8/1/96 by
NCI. All requested changes to the new Fab PRs in EPRS were completed on
8/14/96. Final system review by FMD occurred on 8/15/96. System scheduled to
be productional on 8/19/96.
2. PRD has worked with Code R, R&PM team to prepare R&PM "best and final"
estimates for FY 1996. Response was sent to Code RB on 8/16/96.
o The Closeout Committee has started to prepare for the 97 closeout. The kick-off
meeting occurred on 8/9/96. The committee is currently preparing the closeout
calendar. Judy Evans of FMD is Chairing the committee this year.
Joe Struhar
48084
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
Key Activities
August 19, 1996 "
There were 208 in attendance at the FWPC Awards Ceremony program, August
15, at the Reid Conference Center. Guest speaker, Jeanne Evans, Chief of Staff for
Congressman Owen Pickett, spoke on proposed civil service legislation. The
winners of the FWPC awards were Pamela Rinsland, Supervisor of the Year, and
Marny Skora, Employee of the Year. A group of employees from Wallops
attended via a bus provided by the AFGE Local 2755, who co-sponsored the
program. Other co-sponsors were OEA, and the Langley Chapter of Federally
Employed Women.
OEOP and the Satellite Committee for People with Disabilities are sponsoring a
disability awareness program on August 21, 1996, 2:00 p.m. at the Pearl Young
Theater. The guest speaker is U.S. Army Sgt 1st Class Dana Bowman, a double-
amputee member of the Army's elite Golden Knights Parachute Team, who
inspires others with his courage and determination. All employees are
encouraged to attend.
Vivian Merritt and Dollie McCown are attending the Eleventh Annual
Conference on Federal Disput_ Resolution in Anaheim, California, August 19-
22, 1996.
Patsy Campbell will attend the 13th Annual Conference of the National
Association of Public Sector Equal Opportunity Officers, August 25-28, 1996.
Gerri Rankin will participate in the annual Scholars Program Orientation at
Spelman College in Atlanta, Georgia, August 23, 1996.
Vivian B. Merritt
43289
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
KEY ACTIVITIES
WEEK OF AUGUST 19, 1996
•
=
=
=
NEWS RELEASES:
a. Langley AugustStory Opportunities
b. "Teachers Spend Summer SchoolAt NASA" (TEl hometownreleases)
MEDIA/NON-MEDIA INQUIRIES:
a. MilitarySpace - interviewedLarry Huntre LoFLYTE
b. BBC-Radio- interviewedLarry Huntre LoFLYTE
c. VA Living Museum:GAS payloadinfo and meteoriteownershiplaws
d. DailyPress- to interviewMichelleFerebeefor serieson communityinvolvement
e. InternationalAviationNews- Tu-144 groundtest
f. DailyPress - Plan storyabout PEM Westmission
g. GRB Entertainment- windshear
h. The Cape TV show- NASA clip art/graphics
i. DynamicEngineeringInc.- Photo of F-18E "dunk"testin towtank
OTHER:
a. Televisioncoverageof our recentannouncementconcerningevidenceof possiblelife on
Mars has been the highestsincewe began measuringin March,1995. As of yesterday,an
estimated2700 storieshave runin the nationalandtop 39 localmarkets.
PUBLIC SERVICES:
a. Almost160 employees,contractorsandretireeshavesignedupto participateinthe
CommunityDay ofCaring. Langley's allotmentfor dutystatusis 150 employees. Thanksto
thosewhowant to take annualleave instead,all 160willbe ableto participate.
b. InJuly the Public Mail Centerhandled124 piecesof correspondence,112 phonecalls,69
walk-inrequests,and 37 speciqlcategoriesof requirements,suchas for Oshkosh,State Fair
andthe educationoffice. Nearly35,000 items(factsheets,lithos,etc.)were distributed,with
21,000 of those goingto the Oshkoshairshowexhibit.
c. Volunteersare neededto staff NASA Langley exhibitsat the 1996 VA State Fair from
September26 to October6 in Richmond.The exhibitswillhighlightNASA Langleyactivitiesin
aeronautics,space, highspeed research,WorldWide Web, and education. For more
information,contactDonna Roperat 42505.
d. Over800,000 peopleand 12,000 aircraftwere at the ExperimentalAircraftAssociation's(EAA)
44th AnnualFly-Inat Oshkosh,Wisconsin.Exhibits includedcraftspersonsdemonstrating
model makingand instrumentationused in aeronauticalresearch,researchershighlighting
programsbenefitingthe public,a World WideWeb (WWW) andATLAS exhibit,and Small
BusinessInnovationResearch (SBIR) companieshighlightinggeneral aviationtechnology.
Othersfeatured Mars Pathfinder, Missionto PlanetEarth,InternationalSpace Stationand the
Hubble Space Telescope. OutsidedisplayshighlightedNASA Lewis'newesttravelingexhibit
(the MobileAeronauticsEducationLaboratory)andtwogeneralaviationaircraftwithfuturistic
cockpitdisplays.
A. G. Price
Office of Human Resources
Key Activities
August 19, 1996
• Work has been completed by Rocky Edge and Pete Edgette on a smoking policy
review of Bldg. 1230. Bldg. 1230 is now a "smoke-free" facility.
• Rocky Edge has begun working the impact and implementation (I&I) bargaining
of the new Agency performance management plan.
George D. Allison will attend the "Interactive Systems for Training, Education
and Job Performance Improvement Conference" in Washington, D.C., on
August 20-23.
Testing for Phase II (FEHB & TSP) of Employee Express will begin Monday
morning, August 19 thru August 29, 1996. Connie Lowe, Lisa Klaugh, and Linda
Park will input test scenarios via telephone during times allotted by the
Interagency Test Group.
Simone Foretich attended the opening telecon for the new NASA-wide
Personnel Processing Consolidation Study. The project is being led by the former
Personnel Director from Kennedy Space Center and will look for
cost/productivity savings in p_rsonnel data collection and documentation
processes.
CMWaldal:tme 8/16/96
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Office of Safety, Environment and Mission Assurance
Key Activities
August 19, 1996
The draft air permit for installation and operation of two natural gas fueled boilers at the
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel, Building 648, was received from the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality. The permit does not require any unanticipated operational restrictions.
The permit also consolidates the three existing LaRC air permits into a single Center permit.
Laboratory analyses of insulating fluid following retrofiU of the 5 remaining polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB) transformers at LaRC indicate concentrations are below the 50 parts per
million threshold. All transformers at LaRC are now documented as being below the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency threshold and no longer need to be listed as PCB
transformers.
On August 14, a security guard manning the Durand Avenue Gate experienced a near miss
accident from a stray golf ball. If the guard had not stepped back when he did, the golf ball
would have struck him in the temple. Since this is not the fast incident involving stray go_
balls, Office of Safety and Facility Assurance (OSFA) personnel contacted Mr. John Mouring,
Facilities Program Development Office, to request his assistance in working with the Air Force
to eliminate the hazard. The Air Force appears to be considering the installation of a safety
protection net.
Messrs. Charles Zeitman and Gary Carl, OSFA, participated in a procedure demonstration at
the 20-Inch Mach 6 CF4 Tunnel August 12-13. Minor changes to the procedures and
checklists were noted and will be processed under a Change Notification Sheet.
Mr. Jim Watson, Office of Mission Assurance (OMA), met with software assurance personnel
of Applied Physics Laboratory (APL.), Johns Hopkins University, August 7-8 in Laurel,
Maryland. The APL is the Progmm_vlanagement Office for the LaRC Sounding of
Atmosphere Using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) project. The software
assurance items of the SABER project were discussed. The APL Software Assurance Lead
indicated that specific programmatic requirements and guidelines for software development and
assurance will be issued within the next month. The APL was provided two copies of l.amgley
Handbook 5300.4, "LaRC Software Quality Assurance Handbook." Personnel from the APL
expressed significant interest in this document and were pleased that LaRC had developed it.
The OSFA has completed an a_sessment of LaRC's High Pressure Systems
Certification/Recertification Program. This assessment compared LaRC's program with
NASA Headquarters' requirements and programs at other NASA centers as well _s several
industry standards. It was concluded that LaRC does a very credible task of complying with
NASA Headquarters' requirements and that the only areas of non-compliance were due to a
lack of appropriate documentation or a lack of defined procedures to maintain and store
documentation. To this end, the OSFA is working with Facility Systems Engineering Division
personnel to generate a Certification/Recertification Handbook for inclusion in the appropriate
LaRC manual. Also, this assessment will be documented to NASA Headquarters as a self-
assessment for FY 1996.
oo
o
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
KEY ACTIVITIES
August 19, 1996
GROUP
.
Theseus Aircraft Utilizes LaRC Technology Provided Under ERAST Program
On May 24 and July 1, 1996, the Theseus remotely piloted aircraft made its first and second
flights, respectively. The wing joint in the Theseus aircraft was developed with assistance from
LaRC. In addition, LaRC provided much of the material properties data for the carbon/epoxy
composites used to construct the aircraft. Theseus is a high-altitude, long-endurance remotely
piloted aircraft being designed and built by Aurora Flight Sciences under the auspices of Code Y
(Mission to Planet Earth). The ultimate purpose of this aircraft is to provide a platform from
which in-situ measurements of atmospheric properties can be made at altitudes up to 27 km
(-89,000 ft). Support for Theseus from LaRC was provided by the Environmental Research
Aircraft and Sensor Technology (ERAST) program.
Goddard and LaRC Joint Proposal for Near-Sun Flyby Mission to be Funded by
Office of Space Science
The proposal is entitled "Development of Ion and Electron Plasma Instrument Including Field of
View Design Concepts for the Near-Sun Flyby Mission." Dr. Wallace Vaughn (Environmental
Interaction Branch, MD) is one of the co-investigators. Dr. Vaughn will be responsible for the
construction of a prototype carbon-carbon composite shield to protect an electrostatic plasma
mirror from direct solar radiation during the near sun flyby. Surface temperatures of the shield
are expected to reach between 2500 and
3000°K (4000 to 5000°F).
Materials Division to Provide Independent Review of Space Shuttle External
Tank Cracking
John Wagner (Metallic Materials Branch (MMB), MD) was contacted by personnel from
Marshall and requested to particil_te in an independent review of cracking that has been observed
in the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) after proof testing. Several cracks up to 1.0 inch in
length have been detected in the heat affected zone of welds that join 2219 AI extrusions to plate
in ET 89 and ET 90. In addition to serving as a member of the independent review team, MMB
has been asked to conduct an independent metallurgical assessment of the material in question
using the facilities in the Light Alloy Laboratory.
LaRC Human Lunar Return (HLR) Aerobrake Structures and Materials Team
Provides Support for Initial Cost Estimate
The LaRC team supported the review to Johnson Space Center (JSC) t-ILR Program
Management by developing and providing estimz'.es of the manpower, testing, and hardware
required to design, develop, test and build the aerobrake shell structure, line joints, payload
support equipment (in Shuttle Cargo Bay), and mission particular on-orbit assembly equipment.
A major assumption for the estimate is that all of the aerobrake Phase A and B work will be
performed in-house at NASA using Civil Service personnel, and phase C and D will be the
responsibility of a Prime Contractor. As a result, the manpower commitment for Structures and
Materials tasks from JSC and LaRC is substantial through Phase B.
.o
1
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Aerodynamic Predictions for Hyper-X Configurations Provided to McDonnell
Douglas
Euler CFD solutions were obtained by GDD personnel for_the Mach 7 free-flyer inlet-closed
(FFIC-7) configuration and the Mach 7 single-stage booster (SSB-7) configuration at Math
numbers of 4, 5, and 7. These predictions will be used by McDonnell Douglas to benchmark
engineering analysis codes and to complete the aerodynamic database for Hyper-X
configurations. Calculations are currently underway for the Mach 7 free-flyer inlet-open (FFIO-
7) configuration.
GDD Personnel Participate in Hyper-X Flight Test Program Review
Jeff Hodge and Randy Heard (GDD) visited McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (MDA) Hypersonics
Center and Phantom Works in St. Louis for a 2-day review of the Hyper-X Flight Test Program.
The meeting was attended by representatives from LaRC, Dryden, MDA, Pratt & Whitney, and
General Applied Science Lab. Messrs. Hodge and Heard discussed vehicle design issues critical
to installation of the flight article in LaRC's 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel (HTT), such as
model attachment to the force measuring system, fuel system interfaces, etc. MDA personnel
will visit the 8-Ft. HT/" to tour the facility and obtain additional information concerning model
logistics (handling capabilities, repair facilities, etc.) and instrumentation.
HPCC CFD Code Selection Completed for Integration with Advanced
Optimization Method
The HPCCP team at LaRC is developing the Framework for Inter-Disciplinary Optimization
(FIDO), an integrated software/hardware capability for use in the design of advanced aircraft,
such as the High Speed Civil Transport. A high-fidelity analysis capability is now being
developed within FIDO. An LaRC-developed Navier-Stokes aerodynamics code, CFL3D, has
been officially selected as the aerodynamic analysis code in the high fidelity version of FIDO.
Selection was based on the criteria of industry acceptance, FIDO integration, sensitivity analysis
and code maintenance. ,
High Intensity Radiated Field (HIRF) Lab Test Chambers Shown to
Consistently Model Aircraft Compartment Characteristics
On July 26, 1996, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD, Dahlgren,
VA) and Northeast Consortium for Engineering Education (NCEE, Monument, CO) personnel
reviewed work performed for NASA and the Navy to demonstrate the validity of mode-stirred
susceptibility testing. They presented stirring-ratio and insertion-loss data that appeared to
indicate a statistical, geometry-independent consistency among test chambers and aircraft
compartments. The data were obtained in the LaRC and NSWCDD reverberation test chambers
and inside a B707 and NASA's B757 aircraft. If these data are confirmed, then testing in mode-
stirred chambers such as at LaRC can reduce cost of testing for high-intensity radiated field
effects.
Peter F. Covell
45936
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Key Activities
Space and Atmospheric Sciences Program Group
August 19, 1996
Dr. David M Winker will be discussing retrieval algorithms with PICASSO science team members
at the University of Washington, in Seattle, Washington, August 21. From there, he will be joined
by Thomas P. Charlock and Patrick Minnis (ASD) at the 1996 International Radiation Symposium
in Fairbanks, Alaska, were they will each present a paper.
The Advanced Instrument Controller, an extension of the radiation-hard micro-controller developed
by Langley and Boeing under Code X funding, has been selected for demonstration on the Mars
Microprobe Project. The Langley/Boeing microcontroller will be packaged in a Multi-Chip Module
(MCM) with data acquisition circuits and will provide the Command and Data Handling functions
for the penetrator. Funding for the MCM is being provided by The Phillips Laboratory and the
New Millennium Program Office. Jerry Tucker of the Aerospace Electronic Systems Division is
the technical lead for the Langley effort. The aeroshell geometry for the instrumented penetrator
will be designed by a Langley team.
Davy Haynes participated at the X-34 Program kick-off meeting at Orbital Sciences Corporation
(OSC) August 8. All of the OSC-NASA task agreement negotiations have been completed and a
fro'n, f'Lxed-price contract is being prepared with an expected Authority To Proceed of August 15,
1996. An early start for the Langley tasks was authorized and we have begun wind tunneltesting
to validate the aerodynamic/aerothermodynamic characteristics of the OSC X-34 design.
4. The SSSO has been asked by the Office of Space Science to conduct an independent review of the
Stardust mission. The independent review will be conducted in conjunction with the program PDR
in late September. The SSSO is coordinating with other Langley organizations to support this
independent assessment effort. This effort will culminate in a written report and presentation to the
Office of Space Science management in October.
¢
5. The SSSO is assisting the Office of Mission To Planet Earth, with planning the Earth Systems
Science Pathfinder (ESSP) step 2 evaluation. Four representatives from each Center will support
the ESSP evaluation. The SSSO is coordinating with other organizations to identify Langley
support for this effort. The step 2 evaluation will take place in December 1996 and January 1997.
.
.
The SAGE III Electronics Subsystem Table Top CDR will be held at Ball Aerospace this week,
with Tom Shull as Chair. This will conclude Instrument Subsystem CDRs. Also held this week,
will be Component CDRs for the Data Storage Unit (DSU), and Ground Support Equipment
(GSE), which will conclude all Component CDRs. The SAGE M Systems CDR remains on
schedule for August 28-29.
The SAGE M Team continues to prepare for the September 9-13 Technical Interface Meeting
(TIM), in Istra, Russia. Members of the Team will also participate in the French CNES Spot 5
TIM on September 16-17, and continue to the ESA Hexapod-Project TIM on September 18-19, in
Torina, Italy.
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
KEY ACTIVITIES
August 16, 1996
GROUP
NASA Exhibits at Oshkosh Air_hQw
The 1996 Oshkosh Airshow, drew an estimated 800,000 people and the NASA exhibit was
visited by an estimated 50,000 people. The exhibit's theme, Power for the Future, provided
information on NASA's aerospace technologies such as the energy efficient turbine engine
program.
Of particular interest to visitors were:
1) NASA and the FAA's General Aviation and AGATE consortium's Atlanta Communication
experiment display depicting two-way communications with aircraft flying under radar
detection at the Olympic games. This received good recognition by Dr. Bob Whitehead,
Code R.
2) NASA's SBIR program with 3 Phase II companies (2 companies recently received the
prestigious Tibbett's Award in Washington, D.C., presented by Vice President Gore).
3) The World Wide Web (WWW) exhibit developed by Langley provided information to
pilots, large/small businesses, GA enthusiasts, students, educators, parents, and business
representatives, on satellite weather images, shuttle activities, airfoils, propefler design,
AGATE and FAA homepages, space camp, SBIR, and educational resources within
NASA, e.g. Spacelink, within NASA, as well as information on ATLAS.
4) NASA crafts people who demonstrated model fabrication techniques with great attention
focused on carbon-carbon piston technology.
Joseph S. Heyman
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/nutes of Senior Staff and Center Director'S _ Meeting
ugust 12, 1996
he following documents the discussions addressed at the Senior Staff and
enter Director's Meeting on August 12, 1996. Mr. Goldin and General Dailey
ere not in attendance. Action assignments have been placed in brackets [ ]
or easy identification. Note: The Senior Staff and Center Director's
eeting was not conducted on August 5, 1996.
AA Reports
/Reese: The Fedezal Dispute Conference will be held on August 18 through 22
n Anaheim , California. The conference has a broad agenda scheduled, and
epresentation from EEO, OPM, and other agencies with whom NASA interacts
oncerning EEO issues, will attend. Last week, NASA received a copy of a OPM
eport to the White House concerning diversity issues throughout the
overnment. Code E is currently reviewing the details of the report.
/Holz: Mr. Holz stated that budget reviews will be conducted August 13
hrough 15.
/Lee: Ms. Lee thanked everyone for their efforts concerning the Single
rocess Block Changes and the development of the questions and answers
ssociated with it.
/Luther: The launch of the ADEOS spacecraft will be on August 16, 1996, at
:29 a.m. The launch will have two Code Y payloads aboard, the Total Ozone
apping Spectrometer (TOMS) and the NASA Scattermeter (NSCAT). The electronic
elease of the Earth System Science Pathfinder program, released on July 19,
996, has been downloaded in excess of ii, 000 times, and the submissions are
ue on August 15, 1996. (Note: ADEOS had a successful launch.)
/Boeder: CBS interviewed Dr. Lucid on August 12, 1996. The 1996 Astronaut
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Class will be introduced in a press conference on August 12, 1996. A press
conference will be conducted on August 13, 1996, at JPL to release new images
from Galileo. NASA's recent announcement concerning life on Mars has captured
the interest of both the national and international press with an intensity
that has not been experienced in a while. Currently, the homepage concerning
the Mars information has been accessed in excess of 300,000 times., Ms. Boeder
thanked ARC for its efforts in making this information available to Internet
users.
Z/Ladwig: Mr. Ladwig thanked HQ and the Centers for their nominations for the
Hammer Award. A total of 27 NASA nominations will be forwarded for
consideration. The Strategic Management Meeting is scheduled for October 8
and 9, 1996.
K/Thomas: Next week Code K will be participating in the New England Business
and Technology Conference on August 19 through 20. During this conference,
SAIC will be awarded a mentoring protege award. Ms. Thomas thanked KSC for
its support of the Region IV(SA) Contractors Association Conference held on
August 9, 1996, in Orlando, Florida.
2. AT/Mott
The OIC's and Center Directors will be receiving the OSTP Federal Laboratory
Review Data from the project officer, Richard Kline, for review and comment.
Hr. Mott thanked everyone in advance for giving this request their irmmJdiate
_tt ention.
?he HQ Softball Challenge is underway with the first game being played on
_ugust 13?, 1996 when the Codes X/S Team will play Code R, and the Codes A/Z
?eam will meet the E/G/H Team. The game will be held at the same field as last
,ear, Jefferson Field at 7th and G Street, SW, at 5:30 p.m. (Note: Games
Tere canceled due to weather. )
_e Strategic Management meeting will be conducted on October 8 and 9, 1996,
n Washington, PC. The location will be determined at a later date.
Center Director Reports @.
RC/McDonald: California has been experience extensive power outages;
owever, ARC has not been adversely impacted.
SFC/Rothenberg: Thermal vacu_ certification for POLAR was discussed.
?L/Stone: The laboratory experienced an extensive power outage on August 10,
%96; however, there was no impact. The Mars Pathfinder is being shipped to
on August 16, 1996.
5C/Abbey: The 1997 Astronaut class will begin its training this week.
-eparations for the launch of STS-79 are proceeding well. Several RMssian
_smonauts are currently training on Mir experiments at the Center.
.Re/Campbell: LeRC supported the IITA Middle School Regional Summer Co_ter
.rkshop held July 15 through 26, 1996. This workshop is another example of
e way teachers are being exposed to modern computer equipment and
plications. Once teachers learn how to use this technology and once they
corporate it into their classrooms, their students will then be exposed to
mputer technology and aeronautics applications, enhancing their educational
_erience.
FC/Littles: The Seoond Aerospace Technology Conference was a success and
_vided a good forum for the discussions concerning future goals and recent
-cesses.
_: ACTION ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE TRANSMITTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER AND TRACKED
THE HEADQUARTERS CORRESPONDENCE OFFICE. SPECIFIC QUESTIONS MAY BE
_RES_ TO LORIE PESONEN AT 358-4525.
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